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Equts

By Evelyn Catherine Larsen

Equts was so close, she could practically feel her fingers curl around it. Then she had it, 

watching, transfixed as the peach stone sank into her palm.

 Quickly she put the other peach stone onto her left hand and it sank in too. She glanced over 

at Carmen in time to see her place a second fire red stone on her left hand. Then Equts gasped as she 

was hit by an information overload. As her body struggled to process the new information it shifted 

its energy away from all but the vital functions and Equts fell unconscious. 

When she awoke she found a similar thing had happened to Carrmen except her 

transformation was physical leaving her still unconscious but with larger muscles and a stronger 

build. Equts reflected on what had brought them there. She as the sidekick had learned all the 

information, all the paths they needed to take. All the challenges they would face. But all the books 

had ended with this cave. Stating only that each person was required to have one stone in each hand 

to leave. The peach stone granted knowledge, and the red stone power. Carrmen only wanted power. 

Equts looked down at her fingers, which were abnormally long for an elf, and traced a circle 

around the small peach oval in the center of her palm. It was just a shade lighter than her tan skin. 

Many hours passed before Carrmen awoke. When she did she smiled at her change.

“What’s next?” Carrmen asked in her bland voice

Now it was Equts turn to smile. Included in the information overload must have been the 

instructions on what to do next. “Over there. Rock door. In wall.”

Elves always used short simple sentences, unlike the complex sentences humans like 

Carrmen used. Elves pride themselves in having more complex thoughts but everyone who spends 

time with the humans sees that they really aren't that different.



 Only about 20 feet ahead they found a clearing were they set up camp. Dinner 
was a meager baked potato with a few beans. Exhausted sleep over took Equts 
immediately and in her dream a vision twisted in reality dipped in blue, and dotted 
with stars and swirls of deep rich purple imagination. Morning came and the sun woke 
them with the first rays of dawn to a world of dew drops. The journey continued up a 
path that wound round and round. Up and up.

“Stop right now, I hear something ahead, you should stay behind me because I 
will be able to defeat it, should it prove dangerous.” Carrmen whispered.

Carrmen was obsessed with testing her new powers. Equts had heard it too but 
she said nothing letting Carrmen think she had detected it first. 

Ahead was a small lion with long curved fangs which was defeated before 
Equts could blink. Equts tried to focus on the travel but all she could think about was 
how young the lion had looked and she wondered how old it was. They encountered 
more and more wildlife and Carrmen’s skills increased rapidly, slower only then 
Equts’s growing feeling of guilt as she watched. By the end of the day Equts was 
practically running ahead, hiding any animal she could from Carrmen’s murderous 
gaze.

Again Equts’s dreams took her to a world between reality and the realm of 
imagination, but this time the dreams were gold and bright as the mountain sun dipped 
in the gray of sorrow.

The night came to an end and the companions traveled for an hour before they 
saw their final destination. A small building of bleached brown wood. It’s roof 
covered in chipping red paint.

Carrmen strode over to the impression in the wall and 
yanked it open. They continued  on their path. The two 
companions traveled for a day up a steep mountain path. They saw 
nothing but bland rocks on a rusty red surface. There must be iron 
in the rock Equts noted. As they were looking for a place to camp 
they rounded a bend - coming  face to face with a small rock 
snake. But even a small rock snake looms at least 10 feet over the 
tallest elves. Carrman, with her enhanced strength, dispatched of it 
with ease.



“Hello. I Wradf”
Carrmen gasped.
“Is there problem?” The dwarf asked.
“No, you sound like an elf.”
The dwarf groaned.
“Sorry. I live by self so long, forget grammar.”
Equts interrupted
“She’s surprised. No one has seen dwarves in awhile.”
The dwarf shrugged “It okay.” He said “Inside.”

Once they were both inside he shut the door. Then he ushered them to sit down. His 
house was bare except for three rickety chairs and two doors to unseen rooms. “You. In 
charge?” Wradf asked. Pointing at Carrmen. 

“Yes I am.” Carrmen replied curtly. 
“You. First room. That your challenge.”
“I will kill the beast!” Carrmen vowed. 
Wardf’s smile was sad but Equts doubted Carrmen noticed. Her senses and how 

she viewed the world seemed to have changed since she accepted the Peach stones. 
Carrmen left and it was only when Wardf said “You. In second door.” that Equts was 
pulled out of her thoughts.

“What? I am sidekick. I don’t fight. I don’t want to kill!” Equts exclaimed.
“Who said fight?” Wardf asked. “You don’t fight if not want fight. Beast two 

days. Baby. Up to you. Go. In. You. See. If not kill. Leave. For other. More people. Or. 
keep.”
He shrugged. Equts went into the second door and gasped as she found herself face to 
face with a baby Tcaeglae. It had the body of a cat with wings of an eagle and short 
white fangs. Its fur was crimson red and looked as though it was strung with emeralds 
sparkling in the sun from the window. Equts felt a strange bond with the Tcaeglea and 
the more she looked at it, innocent but ready to defend itself, she couldn’t imagine 
killing it but if she didn't another would. 

Carrmen lifted her hand to knock but before she 

could touch the door it was opened be a stout dwarf with 

kind blue eyes deep enough to hold eternity and a long 

grey beard that 

touched his feet.



When Carrmen returned from her fight she said “For such a young creature the 
Tcaeglea put up quite a fight and it is good I was there to dispatch it.”She paused. “̈Is it just 
me or does your pack look bigger than it was yesterday? What is in your pack Equts?”
Equts was saved from answering by Wardf who said “ She do. What she do. You do. What 
you do.”

Equts did not want to leave and never see Wardf again. Then as though he knew 
what she was thinking he whispered “Have peach. Stone stay. Visit.” His words were 
comforting and the two companions left without further delay. Carrmen was anxious to tell 
everyone of what she had done. Equts stayed silent, elves are not a people of many words. 
Their return to the cave was faster than before as they met no obstacles and when they 
entered the dream realms Equts dreams were not of sorrow but pink with sprinkles of gold. 
Again swirled in the deep vibrant purple of imagination. The journey seemed to fly Even 
though their journey was over a month. When they arrived Carrmen addressed the cheering 
public.

“I have killed the beast!!”
Equts meanwhile was left alone and she was content with that. She had not joined 

the mission for the glory Carrmen wanted but to be of assist and to help in any way she 
could.
So it was a surprise to her when during Carrmen's presentation Equts was pulled aside by 
her mentor. 

“What did you do?” he asked. Equts smiled and unzipped her pack, pulling out the 
small Tcaeglea.

“I saved a life.”
He smiled as she realized it had been her and not Carrmen that had been the real 

hero because while Carrmen was quick to destroy, She had saved an innocent  life, and 
gained knowledge that would assist her forever.



Darkness                                              
By Evelyn C.L.

The resting sleep of silent nights 
The peace of star lit skies
To beckon dreams of open air
Invelop comfort keep
Of shining stars in darkest darks 

As I lay down to sleep
The darkest blacks
And riches blues 
All swirled over head
A dance of night 
Of stormy skies
With rich dark purple spires
Something within nothing 
Colors without light.

Oh sometimes hate 
Or anger too
Of pain filled sleepless nights
Of nightmares stocked, hidden there
Tucked just out of sight

But oh what power does it bring
Of mysteries unsolved
Of triumphs waiting just out of reach
For you to come to it
Or it to come to you

Darkness hold both joy and hate 
Both peace and despair 
With blackest blacks and richest blues 
There’s power in the darkest dark just waiting up ahead.



         THANKSGIVING
     By Eleanor Craner

There once was a turkey named Fred,
Who woke up one day and was dead,

On the table he sat,
Murdered, stuffed, and fat,

And that was the end of poor Fred!



Heaven’s Home
By: Clara Hawley

I see the cold, icicle trees hang and fall below, not alone in their 
presence.

Scent as sweet with fresh neat snow, crisp and sweet like 
apple’s show through the starry sky.

Taste the breeze, it’s just like snow, feeling refreshed 
by it and it alone.

Hear the ice crash under us, the snow banks 
heave and fall and be no more.

Touch the trees and hope to grow, I wish I 
wouldn’t leave so soon.

Feeling touched and not alone, so close to Heaven’s home.



     Psychopaths
Ethan Cooke

Psychopaths and Sociopaths are 
very different, psychopaths see 
someone hot at a funeral, what do they 
do? Kill to see them again, what does a 
sociopath do? Find them. What does 
this have to do with me? Absolutely 
nothing, just thought I’d tell you. Hey 
there, I’m Jake. As you may not be able 
to see, I’m in a police chase involving a 
few good buddies of mine and a lot of 
cops.

“JAKE STOP WRITING IN 
YOUR DUMB JOURNAL AND 
GRAB THE TRACK SPIKES!” That’s 
our good old grumpy driver, his name 
is Zacharius, short for ‘a jerk’, no one 
likes him, but he’s cool and insecure so 
we help him out.

“The other car has it, Zach, let 
him do his thing.” Gotta love Luna, 
she’s probably the most intense but also 
the nicest of us six, she prefers to be 
called X, but literally no one does that.

“What did we even steal? I 
wasn’t paying attention.” I don’t pay 
much attention in some situations, in 
case you couldn’t tell, that’s why I need 
a journal.

“How do you forget about 
robbing a bank?” Luna stared at me 
with her creepy purple eyes.

“Okay, I know for a fact you 
know that creeps me out, so, can you 
not?”

“No.”
“Why?”
“It’s fun to see your reaction.”
“I hate you sometimes.”

“Well if you two lovebirds 
would quit, would you mind checking 
on the three in the other car?” 
Zacharius interjected.

I grabbed my phone out of my 
pocket and dialed yet another member 
of our group’s number.

“Hey Thomas-”
“Go away.” Click. Thomas is a 

very impatient ‘get to the point’ person 
who will do what he needs, he is also 
the only one of us that really even 
qualifies to be a criminal. I need to get 
him to teach me how to knife fight.

After Thomas’ “conversation”, I 
moved on to the next person, Eli.

“Hey Eli what’s  going on 
there?”

“W-well i-i-it’s n-not going 
well, T-t-thomas is holding his kn-knife 
a-a-at me and I- THOMAS N-” Dial 
tone.

“What’s going on over there 
Jake?” Zach questioned. I honestly 
think that Thomas murdered Eli, but I 
told him that absolutely nothing 
abnormal is happening, knowing Zach, 
he would probably choke Thomas out 
if he even thought about trying to injure 
one of us.

“Uh, they’re fine, Uriel’s got 
‘em.” Uriel is weird, I know literally 
nothing about them, not their gender, 
not what they look like, not even their 
hair color, but I guess that makes the 
perfect criminal. And it occurs to me I 
told you nothing about Eli, that’s my 
mistake, sorry.



Eli is a homeless 19-year-old 
who we found after running away from 
robbing, I don’t know, a McDonalds or 
something? Anyway, we found him on 
the street and I convinced Zach to let us 
stake him in. Of course I asked how he 
ended up here and he explained to me 
that his parents had been arrested for 
numerous accounts of arson and 
burglary and he had nowhere to go.

So that’s our gang, and the 
hierarchy goes like this: Zach, Uriel, 
Luna, me, Thomas, and Eli. Known 
across the western half of half of 
America as… actually no one, we hide 
our identities pretty well, but we call 
ourselves the “The Bandits!”

“Huh? What’d you say Jake?” 
Luna started to stare at me again. “Jake, 
I swear if you’re trying to name our 
group again…”

“I’m not! Calm down.”
“Jake, I heard you say 

something like ‘the bandits’” Zach 
joined the conversation, while adjusting 
the mirror to see the last three cops we 
need to shake off, but considering the 
other cars have the Track Spikes, it’ll 
take a while.

“I just think that, since we’re a 
group of people committing crimes in 
the western half of America, we should 
have a name!” I tried to explain to 
them, but they really didn’t care.

“Jake, we commit crimes, none 
of us share the same childish thoughts.” 
Luna continued staring at me. In case 
you’re confused as to why this makes 
me so uncomfortable, she has really 
weird purplish eyes that creep me out.

“Says the one that knows how 
to creep me out and repeatedly does it!” 
I yelled pointedly.

Jump forward thirty minutes 
and you’ll find us in our hideout, an 
abandoned parking garage that has 
been our place for a grand total of 
seven months, so we obviously have 
such things as tents, places to sleep, 
and a planning area. And most 
importantly, the crashbag tent that no 
one but me takes seriously. Usually we 
just hang around until one of us finds a 
good place to rob, but that normally 
takes like a month and a half, so we’ve 
only had like, three good takes and the 
rest has been money from 
pickpocketing wallets. Don’t worry, we 
only take what we need then give the 
wallet back, Zach’s policy when it 
comes to fights, is “No fatal injuries, no 
killing. Go for incapacitating only.” 
Which I admire, considering it’s 
coming from a leader of six criminals.



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Don’t you hate dreams, 

especially the creepy and weird ones? 
Well sometimes they give you ideas. 
Amazing ones.

Uriel stalked towards me 
creepily, dropped something in my 
hand and walked back to their space, I 
don’t understand why Uriel does things 
like this, when there’s a thing called 
talking. I looked at the small object in 
my hands, a battery, and I had an idea.

The next day, during the 
meeting I set a battery on the table with 
a slam.

“You know what the most 
ambiguous rich companies are? 
Batteries. Duracell, Energizer, 
Kirkland!” I was determined to get 
them on my side.

“You know Jake, that might be 
the only actually good idea you’ve ever 
had,” Thomas marveled. Oh, by the 
way, Thomas didn’t murder Eli, just to 
let you know.

“They just sit there and watch 
other companies fall apart, banks get 
robbed, Apple slowly dying. And they 
just sit on an ignored fortune!” 
Everyone just stared at me, slowly 
blinking.

“Which one?” Zach ordered.
“Energizer, I hate that bunny!” 

Luna piped up from tinkering with the 
Track Spikes, either making them 
better or the worst thing that can be in 
existence.

“Luna, how did you even hear 
anything we said?” I questioned, 
referring to the noise cancelling 
headphones she uses while tinkering 
with stuff.

“Obviously, I need a new pair,” 
she huffed.

Now imagine the loudest noise 
you’ve ever heard, unless it was a 
literal explosion, because that is what 
just shook the foundation of the 
parking garage.

A few helicopters approached 
and we knew exactly what had 
happened. The amount of sirens was 
also telltale. Uriel was already gone 
and…

   We’d been found.



Winter Ascending

Amya Parker

Right now the snow is falling down. 

Watching it sparkle makes me frown. 

I want to see the colorful leaves, but all I see is 

empty trees.

Oh fall, why have you betrayed me?

My friend that comforts me with the thought of 

coming, but now you have abandoned me.

Why?

My supposed friend of mine, goodbye.



Her  Gift to Me
By Noah Torrey

She hands me the book,
The dark torn cover like 

The bark of an aging tree.
The odor of shriveled, yellow

Paper fills my lungs.
As I peel it open,

The taste of stale air dances 
On my tongue.

As I open it further,
The crack of its fragile spine

Is the only thing heard. 
My fingers run across the
smooth and rigid pages.

These glorious pages filled
With a story of a life much like mine

My heart swells with joy.
Out of any of them,

She chose me.
She chose me to keep and read this book

Which she fell in love with.



Starflight and Narwhal
Mariah Smith
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